ABSTRACT Solving problems with small sample sizes during training for feature extraction and the dimensionality reduction method will not produce high face recognition accuracy using the locality graph embedding (LGE) algorithm. Thus, we introduced a new algorithm named ''multi-manifold locality graph embedding algorithm based on the maximum margin criterion'' (MLGE/MMC) by combining the ideas of the maximum margin criterion (MMC) and multiple manifolds. First, each image is divided into multiple small images; this small image configuration constitutes a manifold and multiple images constitute multiple manifolds. Second, through maximizing the inter-class distance, while minimizing the intra-class distance to find the best class projection matrix, we build the multiple manifolds inter-class scatter matrix and the multiple manifolds intra-class scatter matrix, respectively. Finally, the objective function was constructed within the framework of the MMC to find the optimal solution by iteration and the experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm using the ORL, Yale, and AR face image databases.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the last decade, manifold learning has become one of the research focuses in the field of machine learning and pattern recognition [1] - [4] . The main purpose of manifold learning is to find a low-dimensional smooth manifold embedded within the high-dimensional data space and then to achieve data reduction or visualisation [5] , [6] . Face recognition based on manifold learning aroused attention after Roweis and Roweis [7] proposed the Locally Linear Embedding (LLE) algorithm in 2000. Tenenbaum proposed the Isometric Mapping (ISOMAP) algorithm [8] and Belkin proposed Laplacian eigenmaps (LE) on locally preserving thought in 2003 [9] .
At present, many researchers are faced with the problem of how to design an effective mapping algorithm from high-dimensional space to a low-dimensional subspace. In large-scale face recognition applications, many samples are missing or the sample quality was not sufficient [10] , [11] . The idea of a manifold is to divide a person's face image into a plurality of small samples that are distributed on the same manifold. Therefore, this paper proposes using multimanifold locality graph embedding based on the maximum marginal criterion (MLGE/MMC), thus combining multiple manifolds [12] with the maximum margin criterion [13] .
Firstly, we divided each pair of face image samples in the training sample into several small samples. They are distributed on the same manifold, and the small samples are divided into several sub-images. Secondly, these small samples are constructed by a multi-manifold class scatter matrix and a multi-manifolds class scatter matrix. Finally, using the maximum distance criterion (MMC), the distance between the samples of different manifolds is maximized at the same time, and the distance between the same kind of manifold is minimized to find the optimal projection matrix. The nearest neighbour classifier is used to classify the samples. Experiments on the ORL, Yale and AR face image databases were used to verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
II. RELEVANT WORKS A. LOCALITY PRESERVING PROJECTIONS (LPP)
The locality preserving projections (LPP) [14] algorithm was proposed for the dimensionality reduction algorithm, which was originally designed for nonlinear manifold learning and analysis.
The LPP algorithm is based on the spectral theory and it can maintain the structural information of the local neighbours of the original data. Suppose X = {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x N } is a vector set composed of raw data and then x i ∈ n , 1 ≤ i ≤ N . LPP seeks the one-transition matrix W and projects high-dimensional data X to low-dimensional subspace Y,
At the same time, Y maintains the local structure of the original data X.
Suppose the optimal transition matrix W is composed by the base vector set {w 1 , w 2 , · · · , w d }. These vectors may be obtained through solving the following target function:
In formula (1), L = D − S is the laplacian matrix and
. t is the thermonuclear parameter, or S ij = 0. Formula (1) may be transferred to a generalised eigenvalue as follows:
Base vector W = {w 1 , w 2 , · · · , w d } is the latent vector corresponding to d, the minimum eigenvalue in matrix (XDX T ) −1 XLX T .
B. MAXIMUM MARGIN CRITERION (MMC)
Set 1 , 2 , . . . , C is the C module category. Model X = {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n } , x i ∈ D is the n-dimensional base vector. According to the algorithm 11], we can define the MMC target functions as:
where W is the projection matrix; S b is the sample interdivergence matrix; S w is the sample internal divergence matrix. S b and S w are defined as:
where
N is the prior probability of training sample i; m i is the mean value of training sample i; m 0 is the mean value of all training samples.
Suppose Y = W T X is the linear conversion of n − d and that Formula (1) reaches the maximum optional projection W. Through solving the following formula, we get:
The feature vector corresponding to d (maximum non-zero eigenvalue) is the optimal projection matrix of the MMC, namely: 
, which is composed by many images, is reduced. Each image block
The purpose of the multiple manifolds discriminant analysis algorithm is to seek for one reduced dimension matrix, W i , i = 1, 2, · · · , N . The dimension of the original training sample is reduced to d i dimensions. A simplified model of the multiple manifolds algorithm is shown in Figure 1 . 
B. MLGE/MMC ALGORITHM
The purpose of this algorithm is to make the minimum and maximum interval manifold external separability, to change the internal manifold at the same time, and to maximize the manifold edge extraction in order to more effectively carry out feature. In this algorithm, the key problem of face recognition is transformed into the problem of computing the distance between each manifold. Finally, the problem is transformed from the multiple manifolds discriminant analysis to the optimisation problem whinc as shown below:
where x irp indicates k 1 neighbours of P manifold appearance of x ir ; x irq indicates k 2 neighbours of q manifold inside of x ir . k 1 and k 2 neighbours of the multiple manifolds algorithm are shown in Figure 2 . Definition 1: Suppose A irp is the affinity matrix to characterise the similarity between x ir and x irp , and to calculate the weight A irp :
inter (x ir ) indicates the neighbour of manifold appearance k 1 of x ir ; x ir and σ are a priori fixed parameters.
Definition 2: Set B irq is the reconstruction weight matrix at sample points x ir through the LLE algorithm [5] . Calculate and reconstruct the weight B irq of each sample point x ir through minimizing formula (13) .
where (2) Determine B irq using the method of lagrange multipliers. This formula is similar to the LLE algorithm. We extend it to multiple manifolds.
Deduction 1:
The weight vector A irp may be used to indicate the local geological structure between different manifolds. The local structure will be retained after dimensionality reduction.
J 1 (W i ) may be rewritten to:
The local structure will be kept after dimensionality reduction through the local geological structure shown by the weight vector B irq .
Therefore, reconstruct in low-dimensional space obtained from formula (13) , i.e. the low-dimensional projection vector of x ir is y ir . J 2 (W i ) may be simplified to:
where:
How to solve this problem in an iterative manner from formula (11)? The basic idea is to first initialize
with a valid initial solution,and then solve Wi sequentially by recent advances in high order tensor decomposition [15] , [16] . So we can rewrite formula (11) to:
In the above formula, are two constant matrixes without influence on the optimisation of Wi. They may be ignored. Formula (11) may be rewritten to:
After deriving H and M , we may obtain the projection matrix W i through solving the following formula:
The characteristic root method is used to solve the for-
The following describes how to determine the feature dimension d i of i projection matrix W i . Because there is only one projection matrix from which to withdraw features, to obtain the best combination of N characteristic projections, we should find
d i schemes. Therefore, there are complex calculating quantities. We use the novel feature-dimension selection measure. Because (H 1 − H 2 ) is a non-positive definite matrix, λ j may be a positive value, negative or zero. When taking the corresponding feature vector ω j , the target function (19) may be written as:
If λ j ≤ 0, the distance to the self manifold sample after Wj projections is larger than that of other manifolds, which will cause incorrect classification. When λ j > 0, the distance to other manifolds is larger than the self manifold and the sample may be classified correctly. According to the rule, we may determine the dimension d i of the projection matrix, i.e. d i will be determined according to
is the projection matrix of M i . Before selection, the feature vector corresponding to the d i maximum non-zero characteristic value is the optimal projection matrix of the MLGE/MMC algorithm. Thus, we may solve N projection matrixes
C. CLASSIFICATION
After extracting the training samples, the optimal projection matrix is obtained. The test samples need to be processed, and the specific steps are:
(1) Low-dimensional space of testing sample. The known testing sample T is divided into t sections that are not repeated and do not overlap. These small blocks are modelled into a new manifold,
The distance to any training sample is d(M T , M i )
. 
(3) Classification Compare according to the distance between N testing samples and training samples and find out the minimum distance. If the minimum distance is the distance between the testing sample and the training sample, we may judge the testing sample , namely:
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
This section verifies the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm using face recognition experiments through the ORL, Yale and AR databases, and uses the recognition rate as an indicator to verify the performance of the algorithm. For comparison, other typical algorithms, including LDA, LLE, MMC, and LGE/MMC [17] , are also tested. In the experiment, because of the high dimensionality of the face image, we use the PCA algorithm to reduce the dimensions of the face image, and then use the algorithm to extract the features, and then finally use the nearest neighbour classifier for recognition.
A. TEST AND SELECTION OF OPTIMAL PARAMETERS
In the classic feature-extraction algorithm, the selection of various parameters has been a hot issue. Parameters between classes and the block diagram of the MLGE/MMC algorithm influence the recognition precision.
In the first experiment, firstly set the class nearest neighbours (i.e. the number of training samples of each category), and then determine the changes in the MLGE/MMC algorithm recognition accuracy with the Inter nearest neighbour parameters. How to select parameters of features between classes k 2 is an important issue. If the value of the parameter between classes is large, it is difficult to assume locality in high-dimensional space. Therefore, the value of the parameter between classes will influence the dimensionality reduction in the manifold. To discover how each parameter between classes influences the changes in the recognition rate, set parameters between classes from 1 to 20 with an interval of 1. Figure 3 shows the changes in the average recognition rate of the MLGE/MMC algorithm when randomly selecting six training samples from the ORL, Yale and AR face image databases.
As shown in Figure 3 , the recognition effect is the best when the value of k 2 in the ORL, Yale and AR databases is 14, 12 and 18, respectively, the recognition rate of MLGE/MMC is 98.17%, 98.33% and 97.13%, respectively. . The following three experiments will be conducted with at the value of 14, 12 and 18.
The second experiment tests the blocking parameter t. The purpose of the MLGE/MMC algorithm is to find a low-dimensional manifold that is embedded within highdimensional space, and which keeps the internal connection of nearby data points after projection and guarantees the distance of remote data points. In the ORL standard face image database, respectively select four, five and six images as the training samples. The remaining images are used as testing samples. In the experiment, three blocking schemes of (2×2, 2×4 and 4×4) are conducted on the original image matrix, as shown in Figure 4 .
As shown in Table 1 , t = 4 × 4 is superior to 2 × 2 and 2 × 4 . t = 4 × 4 is used in the following experiment.
B. ORL FACE DATABASE EXPERIMENT
The ORL face image database (http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/ research/dtg/attarchive/facedatabase.html) includes 400 face images of 40 people (10 images/person). The resolution of each image is 112×92. These images have different face expressions, gestures and face details. Ten images of an individual in the ORL database are shown in Figure 5 .
In the experiment, three, four, five, and six sample images, which were randomly selected from the ORL database, were used for training. The remaining samples were the testing samples. To rapidly obtain the experimental results for all algorithms, the dimensions were reduced in the training samples with PCA and were projected to the characteristic subspace. The selection proportion of the main components VOLUME 5, 2017 was 90%. In the testing stage, the testing samples were projected to the characteristic subspace and finally the classifier was used to classify and match the faces. Table 2 shows the maximum recognition rate and the corresponding feature dimensions of different algorithms in the ORL face database. 
C. YALE FACE IMAGE DATABASE EXPERIMENT
The Yale face image database (http://cvc.yale.edu/projects/ yalefaces/yalefaces.html) includes 165 face images of 15 people (11 images/person). The resolution of each image is 100×80. From these images, the face expression, gestures and light conditions are changed to a different degree. Eleven images of an individual in the Yale database are shown in Figure 6 . There are 165 black and white face images in the Yale database and 15 persons. Each person has 11 images. The number of samples used for training in the experiment was three, four, five, and six images of each person, which were drawn from the Yale database randomly. The remaining samples were used as the testing sample. Table 3 shows the maximum recognition rate and the corresponding feature dimensions of different algorithms in the Yale face database.
D. AR FACE IMAGE DATABASE EXPERIMENT
The AR face image database (http://cobweb.ecn.purdue.edu/ ∼aleix/aleix_face_DB.html) includes over 4000 colour face images of 126 people (78 male and 56 female). The images are composed of different lighting conditions, different expressions and different occlusion cases. Most people is two image set, which were shot two weeks apart. Each image set includes 13 colour images and 120 people (64 male, 55 female). We used 120 face images (not wearing a scarf). Each person has 20 images and there were 2400 images in total. We manually cut these images and incorporated them to a face image. Face images were: 1) natural expression; 2) smiling; 3) angry; 4) cream 5) left is on; 6) right is on; 7) overall on; 8) wearing sunglasses; 9) wearing sunglasses and left is on; 10) wearing sunglasses and right is on. Figure 7 shows 20 images of one sub-category in the AR Face image database. We selected one set from the AR database, including 40 persons in the front. Each person has 10 images. The number of samples used in training in the experiment was three, four, five and six images of each person, which were drawn randomly. The remaining samples were used as the testing samples. Table 4 gives the maximum recognition rate and corresponding feature dimensions of the different algorithms in the AR database.
E. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
From Tables 2-4, we can see that with an increasing number of training samples, the maximum recognition rate improves. The results of the MLGE/MMC algorithm were superior to the ORL, Yale and AR databases.
The data in Tables 3 and 4 show that the maximum recognition rate of the MLGE/MMC algorithm was significantly higher than the other algorithms when the number of training samples was two. When the number of training samples was two, the MLGE/MMC algorithm on the Yale database was 10.67% higher than LLE and 14.31% higher than MMC. The MLGE/MMC algorithm on the AR database was 10.33% higher than LLE and 13.08% higher than MMC. Thus, the proposed algorithm can achieve very good recognition results in the case of fewer samples.
The MLGE/MMC algorithm is the proportion of MMC method. In a low-dimensional subspace, minimization and maximization of changes in the internal manifold external separability effectively retain the local structure of the data. This highlights the differences between images and the distance between the sub-manifold classifications, so the MLGE/MMC algorithm will achieve excellent recognition results.
When t=1, the MLGE/MMC algorithm may be regarded as a special example of the LGE/MMMC algorithm.
V. CONCLUSIONS
As for less training samples up in dealing with the issue of Face recognition of the maximum margin criterion algorithm and the reduction in algorithm discrimination ability, combined with the manifold and the maximum margin criterion of local graph embedding, we propose a new method for dimensionality reduction and feature extraction, namely MLGE/MMC. The algorithm divides an image into many small pieces, and then models the small pieces of each face into their manifold, thereby increasing the total number of training samples for each class. The proposed algorithm transforms the key problem in face recognition into the problem of computing the distance between each manifold. Finally, the experiments using the ORL, Yale and AR face image databases verify the effectiveness and superiority of the proposed algorithm. It will be a key point in the followup research to expand the original algorithm and to apply it to single sample. It could be known from the experimental results that the values of k 1 and k 2 have impact on the recognition performance of MLGE/MMC. Currently how to select a parameter is still a problem, so in the future the study of determining the values of k 1 and k 2 to make the algorithm have stable performance and achieve optimum result remains to be addressed.
